This saves the parameters estimates into a gh5-file which are used by Mplus to deploy the plots.
This file can, however, also be used to extract several parameters. To extract the parameters R can be used. The following packages should be installed and loaded: • pD Effective number of estimated parameters (pD)
• N Sample size (N)
• ms Whether the mean structure is estimated (default = TRUE; ms included)
• cil Lower bound, proportion, of the posterior probability interval (default = .05; 5%)
• ciu Upper bound, proportion, of the posterior probability interval (default = .95; 95%)
• allout Whether the BRMSEA of each iteration should be provide or only the posterior probability interval (default = FALSE)
• Min1 Whether to subtract 1 from the sample size in the equation (default = TRUE; yes)
• Ngr Number of groups (default = 1; one group; validity of BRMSEA for multiple It has to be noted that Mplus and the default function of R extract quantiles in a slightly different way. Using the credibility interval as given by Mplus to compute the 95% posterior probability interval of the BRMSEA would therefore result in a slightly different outcome (often a little wider).
